XENOCRATES THE METIC*)
My purpose in this paper 1) is to look at the career of Xenocrates as a whole, and to examine a number of specific problems
witbin it, in the light of the fact that he lived as a pIroluor; in
fourtb-century Athens. To consider the ways in which being a
metic in Athens affected Xenocrates' life, and also what the
evidence for Xenocrates' life can tell us aboutthe condition of an
Athenian metic, may produce results of interest to students both
of Xenocrates and of the Athenian /.leT:Olu{a.
Unlike the case of Aristotle, Xenocrates' own writings will
not figure prominently in the discussion, as none of tbe surviving
fragments reveal anyviewswhich he may have held, objective or
subjective, about metic-status, or anything else pertinent to this
inquiry2). However, the materials for reconstructing Xenocrates' actual life, while hardly superabundant, are markedly
more substantial than for that of Aristotle. Dörrie insists that
'scharf ist zu scheiden die spätere, nur aus Anekdoten bestehende
Tradition von der einzigen ernst zu nehmenden Quelle' 3). By the
former he means the vita by Diogenes Laertius (4. 6-15) and
similar material in Plutarch, Athenaeus and elsewhere, while the
source 'to be taken seriously' is the relevant section of Mekler's Index Academicus4.); but this latter only covers three incidents within a twenty-five-year period (347-322) - and in any
case it seems best to take all the individual data on their merits.

*) Mr. C.A.Rodewald kindly read a preliminary draft of this paper,
and offered many constructive suggestions for improving it. That I have
adopted only some of them is not his fault.
1) cf. my Aristotle the Metic, PCPhS n. s. 21, 1975,94-9.
2) Frags. in R. Heinze, Xenocrates: Darstellung der Lehre und
Sammlung der Fragmente, Leipzig, 1892; cf. S. Pines, TAPhS n. s. 51,2,
1961. X.'s titles show some interest in politika (Diog. Laert. 4. II-14;
H. Dörrie, Xenocrates, RE 9 A2, 1967, cols. 1515-6) but nothing of it
survives.
3) Dörrie, op. eit. 1512.
4) S. Mekler (ed)., Aeademieorum Philosophorum Index Hereulanensis,
BerIin, 1902 [1958], 22-3 and 38-46. (Hereafter Ind. Aead.)
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I. Bar!J life
Eevo'X(26:r:'Yjr; 'Aya1h]vo(2or; Xa).'X'YjMvwr; was born in 396/5 ; we
infer the date from Diogenes' statements (4. 14) that he died in
his eighty-second year and that he was head of the Academy, in
succession to Speusippus, for twenty-five years from 339/8 (a
position invariably vacated by the incumbent's death - in 314/3,
in this instance). Diogenes also tells us (4. 6) that Xenocrates
was a pupil of Plato E'X vsov. If this is right, the youth from
Chalcedon will have come to Athens, to the Academy, by the
eady 370'S. And in Athens, as all aliens other than fleeting visitors were by this period required to do, he became a pi-r:Ot'Xor;5).
As such, he m'ght have been expected to arouse the distaste of
his mentor Plato, the man for whom one of the incidental vices
of democratic cities was the licence they provided for pi-r:Ot'XOt
and UVOt to become assimilated to o.(fTo{ (Republic 563 A); but in
fact Plato evidently saw no connection between the mass of
immigrant artisans who constituted the majority of metics and
his own circle of non-Athenian pupils and intimates 6 ) - even
though the state made no distinction whatever. At any rate,
Xenocrates became one of Plato's favourites, even to the extent
of accompanying him to Sicily (o.).).a 'Xai elr; Et'XeA{av airr:ep
uvvaneMjp'Yjuev, Diog. Laert. 4. 6). Whieh of Plato's three visits
this was Diogenes does not say, either here or in eh. 11, where
'Dionysius' threatens to kill Plato, and Xenocrates insists upon
dying first. However, Plato's first visit (388-7), to Dionysius I,
took place before Xenocrates can have arrived in Athens, so
this must be one ofthe two visits (367 and 361) to Dionysius 117).
If it was the 361 visit, we know that Plato's nephew Speusippus,
another Academician, went too. If, however, it was the 367 trip,
5) As with Aristotle (PCPhS n. s. 2.1, 1975, 94 with n. 3), general
considerations are sufficient to prove this (see Ph. Gauthier, Symbola:
les etrangers et la justice dans les cites grecques, Nancy, 1972.,I07ff.; D.
Whitehead, The Ideology of the Athenian Metic, PCPhS Suppl. vol.
4, 1977, 7-10), even without the corroboration of an anecdote in which he
pays J.teTo[xwv (section V, infra).
6) See Whitehead, op. eit. 56.
7) Dionysius II must therefore be 'the tyrant' Dionysius who in
Timaeus' story (Athenaeus 437 B) offers a golden crown at the Festival of
Pitchers to the first man to drain a large pitcher of wine; Xenocrates wins,
and puts the crown on a Herrn. A temporary lapse from (1wrpeO(1Vv1J (seetion
VII, infra)? Perhaps, on the contrary, a proof of it - for the (1wrpewv can
survive such tests.
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we can deduce that Xenocrates was already secure in Plato's
esteem by the time that the seventeen-year-old Aristotle arrived
from Stagira to join the Academy. Speusippus, Xenocrates, and
Aristotle: these three (in that order) head Diogenes' list of
Plato's most eminent pupils 8); and between them was to rest the
succession to their master's position and the fortunes of his
school over the next thirty-five years.

11. The succession of 318/7.
The succession of 348/7 is the most important (and difficult)
problem which arises out of a consideration of Xenocrates' life,
and it needs to be set out at some length.
We can begin with arecent and (ostensibly) dear statement
of the question by G.E.R. Lloyd. 'Plato died in 347 and the
question of who should succeed hirn as head of the Academy
arose. There were three possible candidates, Aristotle, Xenocrates and Plato's nephew Speusippus. We do not know for
certain what factors influenced the outcome, nor even whether
the desision was Plato's own or one taken by the members of the
Academy, but the facts themse1ves are dear. Speusippus was
chosen, and both Aristotle and Xenocrates left Athens. Some
scholars have supposed that the principal reason for the rejection
of Aristotle was his doctrinal unorthodoxy. But this was evidently not a sufäcient cause for his being passed over, since
Speusippus too rejected the theory of Ideas in its original
Platonic form. If faithfulness to the teaching of the master had
been the criterion, we should have expected Xenocrates to have
been made head, since he was the most conservative of Plato's
three main pupils. One of the chief reasons why the succession
passed to Speusippus may have been simply to keep Plato's
property in the family, and there mayaiso have been legal difficulties in making over the property of an Athenian citizen to a
non-citizen such as Aristotle, although these were overcome
when Xenocrates, another non-citizen, eventually succeeded
Speusippus to become the third head of the Academy' 9).
8) Diog. Laert. 3.46. (In Ind. Acad. 33-4 four other names intervene
before Aristotle.)
9) G. E. R. Lloyd, Aristotle: the growth and structure ofhis thought,
Cambridge, 1968,4-5.
15
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No philosopher, I confess to some relief at Dr. Lloyd's
insistence - following Jaeger 10) - that the key to this celebrated
crux is not primarily to be found in Academic doetrinal areana;
yet, in opting for what might be termed a substantive explanation, Jaeger and Lloyd scarcely do justice to the problems that it raises. For one thing, discussion, ancient and
modern, of the 348/7 succession rarely avoids the intrusion of
hindsight - Lloyd's talk of Aristotle being 'passed over',
even his 'rejection', reflecting a post eventum evaluation of the
intellectual stature of the three protagonists (rather than 'candidates', which begs a question). Was Aristotle's superiority so
self-evident at the time? Doubtless, as Jaeger remarked, there
were personal, factional interests at work here which we cannot
hope to reconstruct; but even on a schematic level of age and
seniority the facts are hardly as Lloyd represents them. Xenocrates, as Dörrie observes l l), had been in the Academy 'a
long time' -. ten years or more - before Aristotle, which, with
rus seniority in age (by twelve years) would have given rum a
strong claim to be regarded as the only genuine guardian of the
Platonic heritage. And Speusippus was older still (born e. 410);
when he entered the Academy we do not know, but it might
reasonably be surmised that he was a founder-member (e. 386).
By this criterion alone, therefore, the man of forty-eight (Xenocrates) had a better claim than the thirty-six-year-old (Aristotle)and the sexagenarian (Speusippus) the best of all.
For anyone who is ready accept this age-and-seniority yardstick as the overriding factor in the 348/7 succession, the discussion need presurnably go no further. But we have still to
consider the relevance and significance, if any, of the legal status
of the three principals: Xenocrates and Aristotle metics; Speusippus an Athenian citizen - and indeed actu.ally a relative of Plato's.
The implication, in suict terms, of the Jaeger/Lloyd interpretation is that neither Xenocrates nor Aristotle possessed
the right of lY""r'YJO"u; - which is probably true 12); so they could
10) W. Jaeger, AristoteIes : Grundlegung einer Geschichte seiner
Entwicklung, Berlin, 19z3, 111.
11) Dörrie, op. eit. 15XZ.
xz) ly=T)GU; for either Xenocrates or Aristotle could only have come
as the privileged concession of a right denied to ordinary P.l:rOLXOL, and there
is no reason to suppose that either man had been granted it. (Aristotle: see
PCPhS n. s. ZI, 1975,96. Xenocrates: as a payer of p.ero[xuw long after 348/7
(section V, infra), probability - if no more than that (Whitehead, op. eit. I z) is against his having had lyXTT)GL<;.)
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not receive a gift of land by wi1l 13). And Anton-Hermann
Chroust has now extended this mode of argument to its logical
extreme 14). Chroust maintains that under Athenian law there
was simply no possibility of Aristotle's - or (I interpolate)
Xenocrates' - succeeding, whereas Speusippus, no matter how
unattraetive personally and undistinguished intelleetually, was
the only possible and necessary successor: since 'Athenian
law did not recognise the legal fietion of the "corporate personality" " the legal title to the grounds, buildings and contents of the Academy was the personal property of the scholarch,
who made a will bequeathing it all to his intended successor
in the scholarchate. (Hence the careful preservation of the wills
of the early Peripatetic scholarehs Theophrastus, Strato and
Lyco.) Had Plato died intestate, Speusippus, as his nearest
agnatic male relative, would have succeeded anyway; by making
a will Plato could contrive a few small bequests as well as ensuring (as the law required) that the bulk of his estate was kept
together.
This is unacceptable. I begin with the supposed parallel
between the Academy and the Lyceum/Peripatos, which tends
rather to obfuscate than to iHuminate our problem. That Aristotle's Will 15) disposes of no land in Athens is but one of several
good reasons for thinking that his "school" at first involved no
ownership ofland; theAv"ewv was, after all, a public gymnasium;
so that when Theophrastus (Jte(Ji~aTo 7:~V O'xo,h7v (Diog. Laert.
5. 36) his inheritance was a mantle of authority, not a piece of
real estate. This must have been effeeted by some other document, if not simply implicit; and it was quite separate from the
transference of Aristotle's personal property to Nicomachus I6).
However, through Theophrastus' friendship with Demetrius of
Phalerum a "ij:n;o~ and ol"tat (induding the :n;ee{:n;a7:o~ (covered
walkway) itself) were subsequently acquired - presumably at
some time in the period 317-307 - and the O'xoÄ.n did at last take
on material shape. Some see this as a personal grant of lr"T'YJO't~
13) A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens, vol. I, Oxford, 1968, 153.
14) A.-H. Chroust, Speusippus succeeds Plato in the Scholarchate
of the Academy, REG 84, 1971, ;;8-41; cf. idem, Aristotle: new light on
his life and on some of his lost works, vol. I, London, 1973, 32-3 (cf.
353 n. 5)·
15) Diog. Laert. 5. 11-16. See Chroust, Wien. Stud. n. f. I, 1967,
90-114, and at greater length idem, Aristotle (eil.), 18 3-z:w and passim.
16) See Chroust, Aristotle, z68-9 (n. 70).
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to Theophrastus 17); yet his will (Diog. Laert. 5. 51-7) disposes
of no personal landed property in Attica - nor do those of his
successors Strato of Lampsacus (ib. 61-4) and Lyco of Troas
(ib. 69-74) - and it seems rather that the school as a whole
received the concession 18). Furthermore, the provisions of these
three wills do not bear out Chroust's interpretation of their
funetion as the means of transmitting the scholarchate.
Chroust states, repeatedly, that the legal title to any landed
property owned by such bodies as the Academy and the Lyceumj
Peripatos was vested in the person of the scholarch, who in his
will would nominate and (thereby) validate his successor. But
Theophrastus (Diog. Laert. 5. 52-3) leaves the "fj:n;o~, :n;eetna1;O~
and oZ"tat to his colleagues as a whole, 'to be their joint property,
as if a holy place' (w~ av leedv "OtVfi "e'X1:'YJfli.vOt~); Strato is
mentioned only third within a group of ten. Strato himself, to
be sure, subsequently - and somehow - bequeathed all this ad
hominem to Lyco (ib. 62), with the request that the others cooperate with him, but in Lyco's own testament the heirs are
again a (named) group, who are to choose the next scholarch from
amongst themseJves (ib. 70)'
So Chroust's assertion that 'Athenian law did not recognise the legal fietion of the "corporate personality''',
whatever its validity as a juristic abstraetion - and even this has
been doubted 19) - is of no praetical help here; far from it. The
plot of land granted to (e.g.) the merchants of Citium for their
temple to Aphrodite was their coJlective possession 20), whether
or not in juristic theory Ktnei~ were held to be one person or a
group; and what Lycurgus did for them, Demetrius surely did
for the LyceumfPeripatos, viz. allowed it, as a {}{aao~, an or-

17) e. g. Diog. Laert. 5.39; D. Regenbogen, Theophrastus, RE
Supp!. 7, 1940, co!. 1358; J. J. Keaney, Theophrastus, DCD"; H. B.
Gottschalk, Notes on the wills of the Peripatetic scholarchs, Hermes 100,
1972.,32.9; J. P. Lynch, Aristotle's School: a study of a Greek educational
institution, California U. P., 1972., 98.
18) F. Wehrli, Demetrius, RE supp!. II, 1968, co!. 514; D. J. Furley,
Peripatetic School, DCD·.
19) See (e. g.) Harrison, op. eil., 2.42. n. !.
2.0) JG 11' 337 (from 333/2.), mentioning an earlier grant of the same
type to Egyptians for atempie to Isis; see J. Pecirka, The Formula for
the Grant of Enktesis in Attic Inscriptions, Prague, 1966, 59-61. cf. 11'
12.83, Thracians and Bendis (Pecirka, op. eil., 122.-3°). In general F. Poland, Geschichte des griechischen Vereinswesens, Leipzig, 1909, 453-88.
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ganised corporate body 21), to own a piece of Attic land whereon
to establish its permanent physical horne.
We can now return to the specific problem of the Academy;
and at once we encoWlter an apparent contradietion. A view of
its history as a whole, over nine hWldred years Wltil the formal
dissolution by Justinian, c1early shows it to have been 'eine
mit Eigentum ausgestattete Genossenschaft, die rechtlich
als Kultgenossenschaft, als religiöse InnWlg, als Thiasos
zu VerehrWlg der Musen aufzufassen ist' 22). On the other
hand, the Jaeger/Lloyd interpretation - attaining its c1earest
articulation in the hands of Chroust - has to view the school,
land, and property as simply part of Plato's personal "Afj(!a"
which by the principles of o.YXLa"Ceta was bOWld to pass to
Speusippus. If both these viewpoints were valid, we would be
left with a single question to determine - at what time after
348/7) was the Academy formally constituted as a {Haaa, with
collective ownership oE its property? - and the likely answer
would be at, or immediately preceding, the death of Speusippus
and the succession of Xenocrates (section III, infra). But in point
of fact Chroust's view cannot be accepted as it stands. Athenian
custom, if not necessarily Athenian law, drew a distinction
between a man's inherited property (na"C(!ipa) and what he
hirnself added to it (en[""C'YJm); and the latter - again, whether
by law or custom - he could dispose of more freely in any will
than the former 23). So there is an apriori distinetion to be made
between Plato's ancestral estate(s) and the site of the Academy,
purchased in c. 386. And this brings us to the question of
Plato's will (Diog. Laert. 3. 41-3). On Chroust's view we
should expect, apart from a few minor bequests, a single

21) So constituted now, if not earHer. Organisation: note that Theophrastus' will speaks (Diog. Laert. 5. 51) of 'contributions' (avp,ßeß),1]pl:va)
at the disposal of a certain Hipparchus (mentioned throughout); as the Loeb
editor (R. D. Hicks) comments, he is presumably the trustee not only of
T. but ofthe school as a whole. Funds in general: Poland, op. cil., 488-98.
It is only proper to note here that in recent years both Gottschalk,
op. cil., 328-33 5 and (more fully) Lynch, op. cil., 106-34 have independently
taken issue with Wilamowitz' thesis that 'die rechtliche Stellung der Philosophenschulen' was that of DtaaoL (Antigonosvon Carystos, 1881, 263-91);
but one can scarcely deny that that is what it was like - see Gottschalk's
comments on Lynch in CR n. s. 26, 1976, 70-2.
zz) P. Natorp, Akademie, RE I, 1893, co!. II34.
23) Harrison, op. cil., 125.
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";'fJeo'V6flO~ - Speusippus. Not so. Plato speaks of two xweta: one
at Iphistiadae, which is to be the property of 'the boy Adimantus', and one at Eiresidae 24). Since Plato states that the Eiresidae
property was purchased from a certain Callimachus, whereas
nobody is to seIl (?mo~6eJ{}at) or alienate (UM~aeJ{}at) the
Iphistiadae land, it seems self-evident that the latter represents
Plato's na-r:erpa and the former his lntwcfJTa 25 ). And the Academy
site too, of course, was an lnt"TfJTo'V. Yet this will does not so
much as mention the Academy or its site. Nor does it give
anything to Speusippus, who is mentioned only as the second of
seven named trustees (lnh:eonOt). Unless the document is to be
rejected as Plato's genuine last will and testament - and there is
no good reason to do so - his ";'fJeo'V6flo~, certainly for the ancestral estate and probably for both, was Adimantus, apparently
the grandson of his eldest brother 26). And as such he was the very
heir which aYXteJuta required' 27).
On all counts, then, the question of the inheritance of
Plato's personal ,,;'ijeo~ sheds no light whatever upon that of the
succession to the 'scholarchate' of the Academy; and the reason
why Speusippus succeeded rather than anyone else is not to be
found in the Athenian laws of family and property but remains
as open as ever. Or at any rate, if the simple argument from age
and seniority is accepted, we still have to ask how and to what did
Speusippus succeed. Prom rejecting the idea that the 348/7 succession was, perforce, simply a private family affair - the transference of inalienable property between a man and his next of
kin - it does not necessarily and automatically follow that the
only alternative for us to envisage is the whole formal machinery
of election, as in 339/8 (section III, infra); for like the Lyceum/
Peripatos, the formal organisation of the Academy stemmed in
all probability from informal beginnings. Yet the analogies between the history and organisation of the two schools should
not blind us to the differences. The wills of the early Peripatetic
scholarchs, as we have seen, were carefully preserved, and even
if this does not have quite the significance - in terms of the

24) This (l(al TO ...) is presumably to go to Adimantus also.
25) cf. ]. K. Davies, Athenian PropertiedFamilies 600-300 B. C.,Oxford, 197 1, 335.
26) Davies, ap. eil., 332.
27) Harrison, ap. eil., 144 with n. I (speaking of intestate succession).
The criterion would be Adimantus' descent from a bralher of Plato's,
whether the eIdest or not; Speusippus was the son ofPlato's sister (Potone).
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scholarchic succession - which Chroust and others would find
in it, the fact that Diogenes preserves no such testaments for
Speusippus, Xenocrates, Polemo and Crates (and only "private"
ones for some of their successors) suggests that the Academy
did not contrive the transference of its physical entity in precisely
the same fashion. Moreover, although for the Lyceum/Peripatos
the question of land-ownership did not arise until Demetrius
secured lY~7:r;au; for it (so that no formal {}(aaor; need have existed
before Aristotle's death), the Academy was from the outset
vested in land bought for the purpose by its {ounder Plato.
During Plato's lifetime, presumably, the land was his, and (again)
no {}{aaor; had to be formally constituted to own it in common.
But then what happened as Plato's death drew near? It seems
clear that another formal document, now lost, was involved, and
that we must envisage one of three possible sequences of events,
depending upon what it prescribed - and depending also upon
whether Speusippus was nominated as 'scholarch' by Plato or
(after Plato's death) by his peers 28) :
(a) Plato gave the Academy land to Speusippus personally,
also designating him his successor;
(b) Plato gave the Academy land to Speusippus personally,
without so designating him, but thereby leaving his colleagues
little option but to choose him;
(e) Pbto gave the Academy land to the Academicians in
common, which required them formally to constitute themselves
as a {}{aaor;29), and as such (and whether or not acting in accordance with any wishes of Plato) they proceeded to elect Speusippus as their head.
Since the formal establishment of such a {}{aaor; had certainly taken place at or before Speusippus' own death in 339/8
(seetion 111, infra), the choice between these three scenarios is
not only impossible but not altogether crucial. But whatever the
precise chronology and motivations involved 30), Plato's suc28) This is a choice usually left open (e. g. by ]aeger and L1oyd).
29) And to apply for the right (or rather privilege) of lYXT1]Gt,? Possibly so - though in the light of the fact that one Athenian citizen had
bequeathed the land and another might weil succeed hirn, this may not have
been imperative. At any rate, Dörrie's (unsubstantiated) belief that already
'unter Platon ... die Rechtsform der A. war die eines Kultvereins' (Kleine
Pauly I, 1964, col. 21I, s. v. Akademeia), while not impossible, seems to
me to raise avoidable difficulties.
30) Chroust (G & R, 14, 1967, 39-43; Aristotle (eit). 117-24) pursues
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cessor was Speusippus, and the Academy under Speusippus had
to do without both Xenocrates and Aristotle, two of its most
eminent f-lhotxOt.

111. Thc succcssion 01 JJ9/S.
Xenocrates and Aristotle (with Aristotle's nephew Callisthenes) left Athens together. They went first to ASSUS 31), at the
invitation of its ruler Hermias of Atarneus 32) (hirnself a onetime student in the Academy); there Erastus and Coriscus had
already set up what amounted to an offshoot of the Academy,
and more colleagues, including Theophrastus, joined them
later. This obviously implies that Xenocrates and Aristotle were
on better terms with each other, in this period at least, than
various anecdotes would suggest 33). However, when (at Theophrastus' instigation) Aristotle left Assus in 345/4 for nearby
Mytilene and thence (343/2) for Macedon, Xenocrates probably
stayed with Hermias until the latter's death in 34134), returning
thereafter to his native Chalcedon. And from there back to
Athens - as Speusippus' successor.
The most authoritative account of the 339/8 succession, as
Merlan demonstrated 35), is that of Ind. Acad. 38-9, with which
less specific versions are to be - and can be - reconciled:
Ol ~(e) ywy/axot 'ljffJ(f!(o)(f!Oe~ j aay(r)er;öanr; av.wy rjy~[a] IaHa(t)
Eeyoxea.'YJ(y} elAOY.o j.Oy (Ka)Axn~6ytoy, 'Aet(a).o j dAOVr; (f-l)ey
ano~e~'YJf-l'YJ Ix6.or; elr; M q.xeCJOY/aY, Me Iye~~f-lov & .ov n veea/ov xat
•H eaxAet~ov .ov •H eaxAe Idnov nae oUyar; vn7(f!ovr; rj.I.'YJfHnwy.
This detailed account of formal voting carries conviction, and
serves to indicate that by this time the formal constitution of the
Academy had come into being. Also of interest is that the four
protagonists who are mentioned were all metics - astate of
affairs which doubtless represented the overall composition of
most of them (with Aristotle chiefly in mind). I am unconvinced by his
theory that Aristotle and Xenocrates left Athens before Plato's death.
3 I) Though N. B. Chroust (Aristotle (eil), HO, cf. I ~9-6o) would
fit in, for Aristotle, a winter (348/7) in Macedon first.
32) [nd. Acad. 22-3; Strabo 13· 57.
B) See Chroust, Aristotle (eil.), B-7. On possible political differences between X. and A. see section VI, infra.
34) Dörrie, op. eil. I ~ H.
3~) Ph. Merlan, The Successor of Speusippus, TAPhA, 77, 1946,
103-II (= Kleine Philosophische Schriften, 1976, 144-~2).
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the school more faithfully than the regime of the ailing Atbenian
septuagenarian Speusippus. Tbe report that Speusippus, 'already
suffering from physical paralysis', sent (sc. to Chalcedon) fOl:
Xenocrates to come and take over the scholarchate 36) is, as
Merlan pointed out 37), not incompatible with the Ind. Acad.
election, and suggests not merely that Xenocrates was Speusippus' favoured candidate but that, whether for formal or practical
reasons, he needed to be in Athens when the votes were cast. Had
Aristotle tao been informed and/or invited? Obviously we
cannot say, but if the words of Ind. Acad. can bear astriet interpretation they seem to imply that Xenoctates' succession only
occurred because Aristotle was away from Athens and not a
candidate, i. e. that Aristotle was considered (whether by
Speusippus or the whole school) as an - or even the - obvious
choice, but that when, deliberately or by default, Aristotle did
not present himself the contest was tripartite, with Xenocrates winning only by 'a few votes' and both his defeated rivals
leaving the schooI 38).
Just as in 348/7 the precise reasons for and background to
this succession remain obscure. But is was clearly a very different
type of succession - not a (possibly) private arrangement between uncle and nephew but an open contest between the
school's principalluminaries. As they all happened to be metics,
and unless any of them had been granted the rare privilege of
lyx7:rJO'u;, this (quite apart from the eleetion procedure itself) is a
clear terminus ante quem for the formal constitution of the Academy as a {Haaoi; - for, unlike Speusippus, none of these men
could have inherited the Academy's land personal!J; and it also
means that legal status can have played no part in determining
the outcome. According to the Ind. Acad., Xenocrates was chosen for his awq;eoavV'Yj, which showed up in sharp relief against
Speusippus' tendency towards hedonism 39). In terms of age and
seniority, Xenocrates had exactly the same advantage over
36) Diog. Laert. 4. 1; Dörrie, op. cit. 1512.
37) Merlan, art. eil. 108.
38) The departure now of Menedemus and Heraclides obviously calls
to mind (pace Chroust) that of Xenocrates and Aristotle nine years
earlier. Whether this is enough to damn either episode as a factitious borrowing from the other (cf. sections IV and VI, infra) I should not care
to say.
39) Ind. Acad. 39-40, with parallel texts. On X.'s (Jwrpeo(JVv'Yj, seetion
VII.
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Aristotle - needless to say - as in 348/7; though the implication
now is that, had Aristotle stood, this might not have told against
him. Of the two other men who did seek the position we know
little or nothing of Menedemus, but Heraclides 'Ponticus' was a
thinker of considerable stature, who moreover had already
(during Plato's third visit to Sieily, in 361) filled the position of
acting head of the school, and who must therefore, surely, have
been senior even to Xenocrates 40). As a pupi!, furthermore, of
Speusippus (Diog. Laert. 5. 86), Heraclides might well have
expected to receive the dying scholarch's commendatio in preference to the man from Chalcedon; but whatever factors combined
to influence the result, it was Xenocrates who won the day.

IV. The supposed embassy to Phi/p.

At the age of fifty-seven, then, Xenocrates became scholarch
of the Academy. We learn that he actually lived on the premises
(Diog. Laert. 4. 2; Plutarch, de exi/io 603 C) - as Plato had done,
though not Speusippus - and that he came into Athens very
rarely; only once a year, according to Plutarch, in order to see
the new tragedies at the Dionysia. And yet he was by no means
detached from the preoccupations of contemporary political
life - which at this time meant, above all else, the relationship
between the Greek eities and the growing power of Macedon.
I postpone comment on the general questions at issue here until
sections VI and VII; but we can consider the story (in Diog.
Laert. 5.8-9) that Xenocrates, 'with others', went on an embassy
to Philip, where he was the only member of the Athenian party
not to accept bribes from Philip, nor even to speak to him.
I believe this story to be spurious. That Xenocrates was a
metic was, in itself, no obstacle in the way of his serving as an
offieial Athenian ambassador, for his part in an embassy to Antipater in 322 (section VI, infra) is beyond dispute; but this earlier
episode carries no conviction. The fact that it does not appear in
Ind. Acad. was, I take it, sufficient cause for Dörrie not to
mention it at all; and Gomperz explieitly eited this as a reason for
rejecting the tale, together with its appearance in Diogenes
40) Why (one wonders) is he not to be found prominent in the succession of 34817?
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as a A6YO~41). Gianfranco Maddoli 42) finds Gomperz' arguments inconclusive, pointing out that Ind. Acad. ignores
altogether the first seventeen years of Xenocrates' scholarchate
(i. e. until the 322. embassy), and that Diogenes' account of the
Philip embassy contains particulars not to be found in the
various versions ofthe embassy to Antipater. This is true enough,
on both counts - yet both are curious reasons for positively
believing in the story; and the various version of the f.u::robuov
incident (section V, infra) prove, if proof were needed, that
different sources can relay different - even incompatible - details
of the same event. The story of Xenocrates' embassy to Philip
came about, I would suppose, in one of two ways:
(a) By confusion with the embassy to Antipater. Besides the
general likelihood of this, it may be that Diogenes' claim that
only Xenocrates refused to speak to Philip is a confused inversion of Plutarch's statement (Phoc. 2.7. 2.) that Antipater refused
to speak, or listen, to Xenocrates 43).
(b) By confusion between Xenocrates and Aristotle. Aristotle's connections with the Macedonian court are clear enough,
and Diog. Laert. 5. 2. (citing Hermippus) maintains that Aristotle
was acting asan(Athenian) envoyto PhilipwhenXenocrates was
elected to the scholarchate 44). Be that as it may, the Xenocrates/
Aristotle conflation seems to have been one-sided, i.e. entailing
thetransference to Xenocrates ofAristotelian biographical detailseven the well-known tradition of Aristotle's tutoring the young
Alexander 45).
V. The IU3TObuov incident.

Athenian metic law was no respector of persons: in its eyes
Xenocrates was simply a p,hotxo~, a man (as Pollux 3. 55 says)
who paid p,eTo{xwv. And in point of fact Xenocrates is one of
only two individuals who are explicit!J recorded as p,eTO{xwv41) Th. Gomperz, Die Akademie und ihr vermeintlicher Philomacedonismus: Bemerkungen zu Bernays' Phokion, Wien. Stud. 4,1882,102-10,
esp. 108-9'
42) G. Maddoli, Senocrate nel clima politico del suo tempo, D
Arch, I, 1967, 322 (n. 6).
43) The detail about X. standing firm and alone against Philip's bribes
is obviously intriguing, but it might be over-ingenious to attempt to
specify too narrowly how and where it arose.
44) See Chraust, Aristotle (eil)., 35 with n. 66 and passim.
45) Chroust, Aristotle (eil.), 125-32, esp. 127.
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payers (the other being the woman Zobia in Demos. 25· 57). The
story - which, as I had occasion to remark elsewhere 46 ), is in
very marked contrast to what is otherwise great reticence about
the legal status of "intellectuals" like Xenocrates - appears in a
number of variant forms, and with an amazingly assorted dramatis personae:

(a) Diog. Laert. 4. 14 (citing Myroruanus of Amastris,
Chapters on Historical Parallels, I). Xenocrates is sold as a slave
for failing to pay his J-leT:olxwv, but he is rescued and set free by
Demetrius of Phalerum.
(b) Plut. Phoc. 29. 4. When Phocion sees Xenocrates paying
J-leT:ObUO'V 47 ), he wants to enroll hirn as a citizen; but Xenocrates
refuses, saying that he could not share in a nOA17:eLa which he had
served on an embassy (sc. to Antipater) to prevent.
(c) lnd. Acad. 42. When Demades 48) is enrolling hirn as a
citizen, Xenocrates refuses to be enrolled, saying that it would
be wrong to share in a nOAmda which the MjJ-lor; had voted hirn a
nesaßvr; to try to prevent.
(d) Plut. Ti!. 12. 4. When Xenocrates is being taken near; Ta
J-lBTO{XW'V by the UAw'Vat, Lycurgus intervenes to rescue hirn and
punish them for their aa8A.yBta. Xenocrates subsequently meets
Lycurgus' sons, and through them expresses his gratitude to
Lycurgus.
(e) [Plut.] Vit, X Or. (Lycurgus) 842B. A uM)'V'Yjr; hauls
Xenocrates near; Ta J-lBTObuo'V but Lycurgus intervenes, strikes
the man and frees the philosopher. The UAW'V'Y]r; is imprisoned for
not doing Ta nesno'VTa, and Xenocrates later meets Lycurgus'
sons and expresses his gratitude.
(f) Photius, Bibi. 268 p. 497 a 34 Bekker (Lycurgus). When
a UAW'V'Y]r; is taking Xenocrates near; Ta J-lBTO{XW'V, Lycurgus
intervenes, frees Xenocrates and strikes the UAW'V'Yjr; on the head
with a e6.ß~or; for not doing Ta nesno'VTa; he is then imprisoned.
Lycurgus is much praised for this, and some days later Xenocrates meets Lycurgus' sons, through whom he expresses his
gratitude.
It is fairly dear that (a) is the least plausible version of the
episode - particularly the idea that Xenocrates was aetually sold
46) PCPhS n. s. 21, 1975, 95 with n. 3.
47) Or: Sees that he paid it (O(!WV tJi TOV E. n;AoVvTa TO p,6TOluwv).
48) Ll1}p,dtJovc; is Bücheler's reading of the meaningless LlHMACPOY k. Although p,6TOluwv is not mentioned this story is patently the same
as (b).
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and then redeemed. The rale of Demetrius may simply be a slip,
or possibly a confusion with the Demetrius/Theophrastus relationship. So we are left with the two clusters b/c and d/e/f; and
the choice between them is not self-evident. Dörrie, without
discussing the alternatives, favours b/C 49), but sincc Xenocrates
bad a known relationship, via the Academy, with Lycurgus 50),
and none with Phocion or Demades 51), I would myself incline
towards d/e/f52). And there were certainly other metics who had
reason to be grateful to Lycurgus 53). Tbe termini for the episode
will therefore be post 339/8 - unless, improbably, it was before
348/7 - but ante Lycurgus' death (in 325/4 or thereabouts).
The episode itself raises a number of interesting points. As
Clerc remarked 54), the tax-farmer(?s) was in the wrang not,
presumably, because Xenocrates turned out to be one of the
privileged recipients of ddAsLa 7:oiJ f-lS7:0LXtOV - which would
surely have been mentioned as a suitable "punch-line" to the
story - but because his f-lS7:otxLO'V had already been paid 55). Jf so,
the episode displays obvious analogies with Demos. 25· 57,
where Aristogiton (not - presumably - himself a UAW'Vrjr;) hauls
Zobia neor; 7:0 nWArj7:f}eLO'V 7:oiJ f-lS7:0LXtOV; there, if her tax bad not
been found to be paid and recorded, she would have been sold
as a slave (cf., erraneously, Diog. Laert. 4. 14 on Xenocrates).
But there is a significant difference between the two stories as
49) Dörrie, op. eit., 1513.
50) C. Mosse, Athens in Decline 404-86 B. c., London, 1973, 81.
51) The fact that Plutarch (135 C) held Xenocrates and Phocion to be
a pairing analogous to Theophrastus and Demetrius proves nothing except, presumably, that the Phoe. 29. 4 version is no mere slip of the pen.
Yet in that case it is odd that Plutarch failed to rationalise it with Til. 12.41
52) cf. M. Clerc, Les meteques atheniens, Paris, 1893, 16, taking
the [Plut.) versionas the best. It might be added that if weaccept the account
in Diog. Laert. (4. 9) of the reason for the embassy to Antipater in which
Xenocrates participated - to secure (merely) the release of Athenians taken
prisoner during the Lamian War - in preference to the larger, political aims
implied in the b/c version, its dubiety would be manifest.
53) e. g. the Kmsi~ of JG 112 337 (section II, supra), and Eudemus the
Plataean (112 351) - both decrees proposed by Lycurgus; see Whitehead,
ap. eil. (n. 5), 161.
54) Clerc, op. eil., loe. eil.
55) It might be supposed that X.'s allegedly annual trip into Athens
from the Academy (Plut. 603 C, supra) was in fact chiefly for the purpose of
paying his p,STot'XtoV; but in view of the rapid traffic o[ foreigners in and
out of Athens (and the p,sTOI'Xta) in the fourth century it seems unlikely
that the whole 12 drachmas can have been deposited annually (Gauthier,
op. eit. (n. 5), 122; Whitehead, op. eit., 9, cf. 76).
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regards what happens to the person who has raised the presumption of non-payment in the first place: to Aristogiton,
apparently nothing at all; to the tax-farmer(s) in the Xenocrates
story, punishment - possibly even imprisonment. I think we
must assume that this was not automatically the fate of any
TeAWVTJI; (or anyone else) whose suspicions about tax avoidance
of this kind proved to be unfounded, for if so their task would
have been intolerable. And yet the aoÜyeta against Xenocrates
can hardly have consisted merely in impugning the integrity (and
threatening the freedom) of a V.I.P,; at any rate, while Lycurgus
may perhaps have felt this, even he could not secure anyone's
punishment on such grounds. No doubt the TeAWV'YJ1; pursued
his task with excessive zeal and vehemence, and on Xenocrates'
behalf Lycurgus aeted against the man by means of a yeacpi}
vßeewI;56).

VI. The embassy to Antipater.
Three sources retail accounts of an Athenian embassy to
Antipater, in which Xenocrates took part, in 322:
(a) Plut. Phot. 27. 1-4. When (after the defeat at Crannon)
Phocion and his fellow-ambassadors return to Thebes, to treat
with Antipater, Xenocrates is added to the delegation, in the
hope that his aen?] will melt Antipater's heart. But Antipater's
reaetion is exactly the opposite : he greets all the members of the
delegation except Xenocrates, and refuses to hear what Xenocrates has to say. The talks proceed, and Antipater proposes
four terms: the surrender of Demosthenes and Hyperides; reversion to the constitution based on a property-qualification;
the establishment of a garrison on Munychia; and an Athenian
indemnity to pay for the cost of the war, plus a fine. All the envoys agree - except Xenocrates, who accuses Antipater of
treating them like slaves; for only to slaves would such terms
appear generous. Phocion's attempt to forestall the imposition
of the garrison fails. (It is after this that Phocion supposedly
offers Xenocrates Athenian citizenship - section V, supra.)
56) Alternatively, L. assisted X. (as aVl'~o!?o~?) in his own case (a
perhaps). If we insist upon the detail of imprisonment, what
took place was probably some form of dnaywy~, warranted by the fact
that X. had been in danger of enslavement.

ö{~TJ al~eta~,
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(b) Ind. Acad. 40-2. (the same story, more briefly). Antipater welcomes the other ambassadors, but when Xenoerates
says what the people voted (eln6v(ra) &la (bp)n(g;)laa(ro 0
~)fjl-'0(~) Antipater does not treat hirn with the same respeet.
The other envoys gladly aeeept Antipater's terms; only Xenocratesdemur~,saying that whatis fair for slaves is harsh for free
men. And such is Xenoerates' eVVOla towards the ~fjl-'O~ that not
only does he refuse to sacrifiee to the Muses when the Maeedonian garrison arrives but even refuses, from (?) Demades, the
offer of eitizenship (seetion V, supra).
(e) Diog. Laert. 4. 9. When Xenoerates goes as envoy
(neeaßwwv) to Antipater, to sue for the release of Athenians
taken prisoner during the Lamian War, Antipater invites hirn
to dine; but Xenoerates quotes Odysseus' retort to Circe in
similar cireumstances (Odyssey 10. 383-5) and his wit so pleases
Antipater that the prisoners are indeed released.
The disparity between the two versions, alb and e, is dear:
there is no detailed point of eontaet whatever, quite apart from
the fundamental differenee in the Xenoerates/Antipater relationship which they imply and illustrate. And here again it is the
Diog. Laert. version whieh we should diseard: besides eonflieting with Xenoerates' anti-Maeedonian stanee in genera1 57),
the aneedote is patently another borrowing - this time from the
aeeounts of Demades' eonfrontation with Phili p 58).
So ajb is the authentie version of the meeting between
Xenocrates and Antipater. But what exactly happened? The
57) 'x. hat also nicht, wie Speusippos, zur makedonisch orientierten
Partei gehört, sondern im Gegenteil zu deren Kritikern' - thus Dörrie,
op. eit. 15 I 3, as a simple inference from the alb version. (Diog. Laert. is
again ignored.) A broader path to much the same conclusion was taken,
independently, by Maddoli, art. eit. (n.42), 3°4-27. Some of his battery
of arguments carry little conviction, e. g. we have aI ready seen reason to
doubt the embassy to Philip (which in any case, apart from the anecdotal
element, constitutes no proof in itself of any political attitude, pro- or anti-);
and Maddoli's belief that Xenocrates' IIeo, 'Ae(e)vßav (Diog. Laert. 4. 14)
was a politieal work addressed to an enemy of Philip is no less arbitrary
than Dörrie's inclusion of it in the categoryof mathematics (Dörrie, op. eit.,
1516, without explanation of his cavalier interpretation of Diog. Laert.;
see Maddoli 325 n. 35). Overall, however, Maddoli's case for regarding
X's political sympathies as "democratic" and anti-Macedonian is strong and it points to an area of possible substance in the tradition of a rift, at
some stage, between X. and Aristotle.
. 58) Sext. Empir. adversus Mathematieos (1) 667 (= Loeb I 295), cf.
Diod. Sic. 16. 87. 2-3; W. Crönert, Kolotes und Menedemos, Leipzig,
1906, 67; Maddoli, art. eit. 308.
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crux is Xenocrates' precise status on the mISSIon. Dörrie
(following Crönert) infers from the fact that Antipater declined to greet Xenocrates that he did not recognise the philosopher as a legitimate member of the delegation; and Plutarch's account of the episode testifies, for Dörrie, not merely
to Xenocrates' frank and uninhibited readiness to speak his
mind but to his 'special position' (Sonderstellung) vis-a-vis
the Athenian delegation - not confined by the credentials accorded to his fellow envoys but free to deliver a 'philosophical
lecture' to Antipater and his retinue 59). This, however, is undue
compression of several issues, even granted the rigours of RE
concision. In the first place, for Xenocrates not to have been a
proper member of the embassy and for Antipater not to have
recognised him as such may be two quite different things; and if
the phraseology of Ind. Acad. (supra) can be relied on, Xenocrates' official status on the mission is beyond dispute. Furthermore it is highly dubious to assume from Xenocrates' remark
(in both Plutarch and the Ind. Acad.) about free men and slaves
that he had been given, as head of the Academy, carte Manche to
make a kind of detached ethical commentary on the proceedings.
The statement as recorded is weIl within the tradition of ambassadorial bons mots, not a summary of a lengthy philosophical
discourse.
Yet for all that I believe Dörrie must be correct to speak
of Xenocrates' 'Sonderstellung' here. As D. J. Mosley has
pointed out, 'almost invariably a man (sc. elected to an embassy)
was a citizen of the state which he represented'60). Michel
Clerc claimed 61) that the Athenians had no qualms about the
use of metic envoys where it was thought that they would prove
effective; however, even he feIt doubtful about the first of the
trio of cases he found, Lysias' supposed embassy to Dionysius I
of Syracuse in 393 62) - which leaves only this Xenocrates episode
59) Dörrie, op. eil. 1513.
60) D. ]. Mosley, Envoys andDiplomaey in Ancient Greece, Historia
Einzelschriften, 22, 1973, 39. It is noteworthy that, for his chosen period
of. e. 50o-e. 338. Mosley saw no need to amplify this statement.
61) Clere, op. eil. (n. 52), 181-3.
62) Lysias 19. 19-20. There are two distinet diffieulties, (i) the status
of the mission - as Clere realised, this (apparently) sueeessful attempt of
Conon's to persuade Dionysius not to send ships to the Spartans may not
have been under the aegis of the Athenian IHillor; - and (ii) a textual problem
over the MS reading ~al AV<1tov, where Sauppe's Llwvv<1tov has been
generally aeeepted (though not, obviously enough, by Clere, 182 n. 3).
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and Plutarch's report (Demetr. 46. 2) that in 288 the Athenians
sent another elderly philosopher, Crates the Thehan, to persuade
Demetrius Poliorcetes to lift his siege (which he did). In general
terms it is easy to see why metics were not chosen as envoys:
wheter strietly holders of an a.ex~ or not 63), envoys undouhtedly
filled an extremely prestigious political position, and ro noÄtrevsaf}at in all its aspeets was the prerogative of the noÄtr'Yj~.
Why Crates was sent to Demetrius, apparently alone, instead of
one or more Athenian citizens we cannot say, hut in our XenocratesjAntipater episode it seems plain that Xenocrates was in
some sense a supernumerary representative of his adoptive city:
in Plutarch's account the same ambassadors returna second time
to Antipater, and Xenocrates is added (8 ... rwy 'AfJ'Yjva{wy
neoasÄopivwv). Consequently, while Antipater could cheerfully
disregard the cherished conventions of the Greek polis when it
suited him to do so, we can perhaps see some reason - if not
necessarily justification - for his tefusal to give Xenocrates a
hearing; and Xenocrates' refusal, for his part, to accept the
proposed <5ta.Maet~ will have been no obstacle to their reception
and confirmation by the Athenian lxxA'Yja{a, on the recommendation of their citizen nesaßsVTa(64).

VII. Xenocrates the metic.
Having now surveyed the main events of Xenocrates'
life 65), I conclude with some remarks about its general substance and charaeter.
63) See Mosley, op. eit., loe. eil.
64) Perhaps X. was granted neoaot5or; to the ßov),'Ij and i",,),rjO'{u in
order to submit his "minority report"?
65) Nothing is known of the years between the embassy to Antipater
and X.'s death in 314/3. The basic framework of his life is therefore as
folIows:
396/5 Born in Chalcedon
c.380
Comes to Athens, enters the Academy - and becomes a
p,e-rOt"Or;
367 or 361 Accompanies Plato on his second or third visit to
Sicily
348/7 Plato dies, Speusippus succeeds; X. leaves Athens with
Aristotle and Callisthenes, and goes to Assus - thence
(c. 341) to Chalcedon
339/8 Speusippus dies; X. elected his successor
?338? X. on embassy to Philip (probably spurious)
16
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Dörrie judged the anecdotal material on Xenocrates to
be 'kaum verwendbar' - the stories purveyed by Diogenes,
Plutarch (in the Mora/ia) and others being in the main trivial,
unattached to any definite biographical context 66), and illustrating nothing so much as the wish of an anti-philosophical
tradition to transmit details which would redound to the discredit of any philosopher. Nevertheless, as he pointed out, certain "themes" are detectable; and chiefly that quality in Xenocrates which appears variously as aEp,po7:'Y)r; and awrpeoaV1J'Y)67). Of
course, all human charaeteristics are perceived subjectively one man's courage is another's rash folly - so this Xenocratean
awrpeoavPrj sometimes presents itself as arrogance (e.g. Diog.
Laert. 4. 10: Xenocrates ignores Bion's banter, 'for tragedy does
not stoop to answer comedy's jibes), or as awkward sullenness
(Plato perpetually teIls Xenocrates to 'sacrifice to the Graces' Diog. Laert. 4. 6; Plut. 141F, 769D), or even as slow-wittedness: Plutarch read that Xenocrates was slow on the uptake in
leetures (47E), and Diogenes (4. 6), to illustrate the fact that
Xenocrates was 7:rJV rp{;aw pw&eor;, cites two alleged remarks of
Plato's, comparing Xenocrates with Aristotle - •oue needs the
spur, one the rein' (7:0 flep flvwnor; Mi, 7:0 M xaAlPoii)68), and
'what an ass I am rearing against what a horse' (lrp'olop tnnop
olop opop aAetrpw). This persistent tradition of Xenocrates' - to
put it as neutrally as possible - dou! stolidity finds its reductio ad
absurdum in Plutarch's story 69) that a hetaera was inhibited from
indulging in anything üaX'Y)floP with her lover under an cixwp
(?bust) of Xenocrates (} awrpewp; Dörrie 70) plausibly conjectures that this is an extension of the anecdote in Diog. Laert.
4. 7, where the hetaera (variously Phlyne and Lais) fails to elicit

Before c. 325/4 Ilf:rotuwv incident with Lycurgus
322
Supernumerary member ofAthenian embassy to Antipater
314/3 Dies in Athens
66) An exception is Timaeus' story (Athenaeus 437B) of X. winning
Dionysius' drinking contest (n. 7, supra).
67) Dörrie, op. eil. 1513-4.
68) This was evidently a mol into which virtually any pair of names
could be slotted:. the same comment is attributed to Isocrates, of Ephorus
and Theopompus, and to Aristotle himself, of Callisthenes and Theophrastus.
69) El~ Ta 'HGl6oov ~ Eeya fr. 85 Sandbach.
70) Dörrie, op. eil. 1513-4.
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any sexual response from Xenoerates himself71). Sexual eontinenee of this extreme kind was, to an extent, expeeted of aH
philosophers - one thinks immediately of AJcibiades' aceount
(in Plato, Symposium 215B-nB, esp. 219B-D) of Soerates'
miraeulous self-eontrol in comparable eireumstances; yet there
is another dimension to Xenoerates' assiduous cultivation of
Gwq;(!oa{w'Yj 72) as a general mode of life whieh is worthy of note the fact that Gwq;(!oavv'Yj was the proper and characteristic attitude
of the good ,uerol"o~73).
In few other respects, of course, can Xenocrates be considered a typical fourth-century metie - even had he not been a
philosopher: the degree, above all, of his political involvement,
while difficu1t to guage satisfaetorily, seems c1early to go against
the general dictum of anothet eminent metie, Aristotle, that the
,uf7:Ol"O~ nurtures no aspirations to an active role in politicallife
(EE 1233328-3°)74). Yet the events of 322, even presupposing
others which led up to them (to aeeount for Xenocrates' prominenee in the affair), seem to constitute a relatively small and uncharaeteristic interlude in Xenoetates' long life; so indeed does
his whole "external" biographical framework which I have attempted to establish here, but whieh ultimately remains a bare
skeleton, likely to be c10thed with flesh by the student of philosophy rather than of history. I make no claim, therefote, that
'Xenoetates the Metie' is an incantation which of itself c.an raise
up for us a figure endowed with substanC'e as weH as form; but I
trust it will be eonceded that the example of Xenoerates indi71) Diogenes presents the incident as proof of X.'s EyXeaTeta, but
it may be that some urino-genital affliction left hirn with little choice in the
matter: Diog. adds (again, as illustration of X.'s EyXeaTeta) that he underwent Top.dr; xal xavaetr; noAAUxtr; ... neel TO dtOoiov; and this (rather than
mere fastidiousness) would help to explain, if not to excuse, the disagreeable
joke at X.'s expense attributed (by Athenaeus BoD) to Aristotle, who is
said to have quoted Euripides, Hippolytus 317 (xereer; p.iv dyval, cpei}v ö'lXet
p.laap.a TI), in "explanation" of the fact that X. never touched his penis when
urinating.
72) Note that X.'s ethical writings included a IIeel awcpeoa'lfvr}r;.
73) Plato, Laws 850 Band other passages discussed in Whitehead,
ap. eit., 58-9; and in general Helen North, Sophrosune: Self-Knowledge
and Self-Restraint in Greek Literature, Cornell V.P., 1966. The awcpeoa'lfvr}/
axoAaala opposition (Plato, Grg. 493D, 507C; Aristotle, EN 1II7b23ff.;
etc.) adds bite to the complaint of the "Old Oligarch" ([Xenophon], Alh.
Pol. I. 10) that in Athens the metics behave with nklaTf] axoAaala.
74) See my comments in PCPhS n. s. 21, 1975,98. It may be, however,
that X. had involvement thrust upon hirn.
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cates that the biographical tradition of the Greek philosophers especially, though not exc1usive1y, those living as non-citizens often present problems which can repay the historian's attention.
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